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Leah Burman

• SPC4, CSM, CSPO, CSP-SM, CSP-PO , Scrum@Scale

• 9+ years agile experience

• Java software developer, now Agile coach

• Coached agile transitions ranging from a single team to over 29 teams

• Northrop Grumman Agile Center of Excellence enterprise agile coach

• TS/SCI with lifestyle poly

• DOD, intelligence, federal, and other customers
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Individuals & Interactions 

Working Software

Customer Collaboration

Responding to Change

Processes & Tools

Comprehensive Documentation 

Contract Negotiation

Following a Plan

Agile Values and principles

AGILE MANIFESTO

• 2001

• Jeff Sutherland, Ken Schwaber 

and 15 others

• http://agilemanifesto.org/

Iterative, adaptive process built on 

self-managing teams empowered to 

embody the principles and values 

in the Agile manifesto.  

OVER

http://agilemanifesto.org/
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Agile Managers = Change Leaders

• Decentralized decision making is 

key to empowering self-organizing 

agile teams 

• Cultivate a learning culture 

• Support team by removing 

impediments

• Ruthlessly prioritize and seek 

alignment across all teams towards 

a common vision

• The people doing the work are best 

able to plan and estimate that work
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Decentralize Decision Making

“When given clear responsibility 

and authority, people will be 

highly engaged, will take care of 

each other, will figure out 

ingenious solutions, and will 

deliver exceptional results.”

“A good agile leader doesn't 

grant permission for teams to 

try new things. Instead, a good 

agile leader takes away the 

need for permission”

-Mike Cohn 
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Exercise: Command and Control Structures

• Form Pairs

• One person is the manager, the other the worker

• First Round:

• Goal is to have worker move 60 paces

• Worker must follow managers command

• Manager may not touch the worker

• Manager may say 

• Move one step forward

• Move three steps forward

• Turn right

• Turn left

• Stop

• Time how long it takes to get to 60 steps

Command & Control
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Exercise: Command and Control Structures

• Second Round:

• Goal is to have each person move 60 paces

• Everyone is a worker

• Time how long it takes to get to 60 steps

Command

Control
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Decentralize Decision Making

• Organization structure must change

• Results in more engaged employees 

Define value and logic behind decision; 

empower others to make the changes

• Enable Guardrails

• Centralize

• Infrequent

• Long-Lasting

• Significant economic scale

• Decentralize

• Everything else!

• Frequent

• Urgent

• Relies on local knowledge

Command & Control

Command

Control

Intent

Accomplishment

Resource

http://www.gallup.com/services/176735/state-global-workplace.aspx
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Remove Impediments

“There was in fact no correlation 

between exiting phase gates on 

time and project success . . . 

The data suggested the inverse 

might be true”

-Lean Machine

“When the manager plays the role of 

ScrumMaster, it’s highly unlikely the 

Team will ever begin to self-organize.”

-Pete Deemer 
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Remove Impediments

• Listen fast and care immediately

• “What does this make possible? ”

• “Help me understand what I’m not 

seeing”

• Scaling

• Communication

• Accountability
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Embrace a Culture of Learning

I never lose. I either win or learn. 

-Nelson Mandela 

Attempting to change an organization’s 

culture is folly, it always fails.  Peoples’ 

behavior (the culture) is a product of the 

system; when you change the system 

people’s behavior changes” 

–John Seddon
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Learning Culture

• Bias Towards Change

• Failure is learning

• Lead by example and budget

• Organization structure -> System -> Culture

• Reduce specialization and division of labor

T Shaped People

Breadth of experience, skills

Deep high level expertise in 

one discipline

Analysis Testing
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Learning Culture – Set Based Design

• Move from event oriented thinking to systems thinking and set based design

• Preserve Options 

Multiple Design Options

Analysis
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Set Based

Point Based

Single Option

Change Approach
Too much change too late
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Prioritize and Align the Value

You can’t solve someone’s problem with 

code if you don’t understand their 

problem.

- Adam Haney, Bellhops

Expectations are infinite. Time is 

finite. You are always choosing. 

Choose well.

-Laura Vanderkam
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Prioritize Value

• Vision and business context to the teams doing the work

• Clearly define what we are trying to accomplish

• Use the smart people you have hired

• Team doing the work is most qualified to manage how to 

perform the work and guide decisions.  

• https://youtu.be/u6XAPnuFjJc

Workers are knowledge workers if they know more about the work they 

perform than their bosses 

–Peter Drucker
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Planning & Scheduling

“We live in a constantly evolving 

environment and cannot know exactly what 

the future holds. The best way to minimize 

risk and succeed is to embrace uncertainty 

and be the quickest and most productive in 

trying new things.”

“How does a project get to be 

a year late? . . . One day at a 

time” –Fred Brooks, manager 

IBM OS/360 project

“A good plan violently executed today is better than a perfect plan tomorrow”. -

General George Patton 
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Planning, Schedules, Metrics

• Detail planning occurs, just different times in the cycle

• At the beginning of a project, we know the least about the work

• Measure what matters; be aware metrics will change behaviors

• Goodhart’s Law – when measure becomes target, it ceases to 

be a good measure

“A wealth of information 

creates a poverty of 

attention” Herman Simon
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Lean-Agile Governance

Reference: Scaled Agile, Inc.

Traditional Lean-Agile

Plan everything in detail up front Plan high-level up front, detail plan 

incrementally

Absolute estimates up front Relative estimates with frequent updates

Lock requirements at start and control 

scope change

Iteratively prioritize requirement

Centralized control with infrequent 

staged gates

Decentralized decisions with incremental

reviews

Work breakdown structure Agile estimation and planning

Centralized up front planning Decentralize, rolling wave planning

Detail project plans and heavy artifacts Lightweight business case, backlogs, 

roadmaps, demos
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What it looks like in practice

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqmdLcyES_Q
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Further Learning for Managers

• The Goal

• The Fifth Discipline: The art 

and practice of the learning 

organization

• Silos, Politics, and Turf Wars

• Art of Action: How Leaders 

close the Gaps between 

plans, actions, and results

• Team of Teams

• Beyond Requirements

• Visual Models for Software Requirements

• Empathetic Technical Leadership

• Message to Garcia

• The Enterprise and Scrum

• Agile & Iterative Development: A 

Managers Guide

• Leaders Eat Last

• Training From the Back of the Room

• The 5 Languages of Appreciation in the 

Workplace
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Upcoming Training

June 27th - June 28th | SAFe for Government Certification Class

Learn the principles and practices of the Scaled Agile Framework® (SAFe®), how to execute and release value through Agile 

Release Trains, and what it means to lead a Lean-Agile transformation of a program inside a government agency. 

May 10th | Agile Organizations - Beyond Software Development

May14th – May 17th | Certified SAFe Scrum Master Course

CollabraSpace will be hosting a Four-day course May 14th - May 17th taught by team member Leah Burman. Each day will 

consist of four hours of training from 8:30AM - 12:30PM each day.

In this four-day course, attendees will gain an understanding of the role of a Scrum Master in a SAFe enterprise. Unlike 

traditional Scrum Master training that focuses on the fundamentals of team-level Scrum, the SAFe Scrum Master course 

explores the role of the Scrum Master in the context of the entire enterprise, and prepares attendees to successfully plan and 

execute the Program Increment (PI), the primary enabler of alignment throughout all levels of a SAFe organization. This 

includes learning the key components of Agile at scale development, how Scrum is facilitated throughout the enterprise, and 

how to execute Iteration Planning.

Attendees will also discover how to build high performing Agile teams by becoming a servant leader and coach, and how to 

coach those teams to deliver the maximum business value at scale. SAFe 4 Scrum Master (SSM) certification signifies that 

people are prepared to perform the role of Scrum Master in a SAFe environment, increasing their value to teams and 

organizations that are implementing SAFe.
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Agile Spring Tech Talks

May 10th | Agile Organizations - Beyond Software Development

Increasingly, Agile values and principles are being applied throughout entire enterprises and organizations, far beyond 

software development.  Discuss ways visionary leaders have applied agile to maximize business value within the entire 

organization, embracing unique company cultures, challenges, and goals.  Understand approaches for adapting agile to non-

software context and learn how to improve through experimentation.  Examine the best fit agile framework for your non-

software organization and create a roadmap to start agile transformation.

June 7th | Agile Book Club: Turn This Ship Around!

"Leadership should mean giving control rather than taking control and creating leaders rather than forging followers." David 

Marquet, an experienced Navy officer, was used to giving orders. Turn the Ship Around! is the true story of how the Santa Fe 

Nuclear Submarine Group skyrocketed from worst to first in the fleet by challenging the U.S. Navy's traditional leader-follower 

approach. Join us for a discussion on how to apply Marquet's guidelines to empower Agile teams and drive organizations to 

embrace Agile principles. The payoff: a workplace where everyone around you is taking responsibility for their actions, where

people are healthier and happier, where everyone is a leader.

Stay up to date on information for newsletters, event info, future training and 

more by joining our Agile mailing list! You can be added to list by clicking the 

Join Agile Mailing List button located at www.CollabraSpace.com/agile or by 

emailing agile@collabraspace.com. 

http://www.collabraspace.com/agile
mailto:agile@collabraspace.com
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Women in Agile Mid Atlantic

Women in Agile is a collective effort to network, 

promote, and support the work of outstanding women 

in the agile community through blogging, speaking, 

and building a network among women and allies.

www.WomenInAgile.ORG

#WomenInAgile

https://www.meetup.com/Women-In-

Agile-Mid-Atlantic/

Next Meetings:

April 15 Book Club: Broad Band

May 13 Scrum Master Tips and Tricks
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Questions?


